Using computer simulations, we demonstrate a new type of commensurability that occurs for vortices moving longitudinally through periodic pinning arrays in the presence of an additional transverse driving force. As a function of vortex density, there is a series of broad maxima in the transverse critical depinning force that do not fall at the matching fields where the number of vortices equals an integer multiple of the number of pinning sites. The commensurability effects are associated with dynamical states in which evenly spaced structures consisting of one or more moving rows of vortices form between rows of pinning sites. Remarkably, the critical transverse depinning force can be more than an order of magnitude larger than the longitudinal depinning force.
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Matching effects for vortices in periodic pinning arrays have been studied extensively for different types of pinning lattice geometries [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . As a function of magnetic field, the critical current passes through a series of peaks generated by commensurability effects that occur when the number of vortices equals an integer multiple of the number of pinning sites and the vortex ground state is an ordered crystalline structure [2, 3, 4] . When each pinning site can capture only one vortex, the excess vortices at fields above the first matching field are located in interstitial sites and depin first under an external drive [2, 3, 4, 6, 7] . Once the interstitial vortices are moving under a longitudinal drive, it is possible to apply an additional transverse drive in the direction perpendicular to the vortex motion. In this case, although the vortices are mobile in the longitudinal direction, they can remain pinned in the transverse direction and there can be a finite transverse critical depinning threshold.
The possibility of a transverse depinning threshold for moving vortices was initially predicted for systems with random pinning when the moving vortices form well defined channels [8] , and transverse depinning thresholds in randomly pinned systems have been observed in numerical simulations [9] and experiments [10, 11] . For vortices moving in the presence of a periodic pinning array, a finite transverse depinning threshold has been measured at high drives when all of the vortices are moving and has a value that depends on the angle between the longitudinal driving direction and a symmetry axis of the pinning lattice. Here, the most prominent transverse depinning thresholds and dynamical locking effects occur for driving along the principal axes of the pinning lattice [12, 13] . This type of effect has been experimentally observed for colloidal particles moving over periodic substrates [14] . When only one vortex can be captured by each pinning site, motion of the vortices at low drives occurs as a flow of interstitial vortices between vortices that remain trapped at the pinning sites [2, 3, 6] . In this case, it is not known whether a transverse depinning threshold exists, and in general it is not known how the transverse depinning threshold varies with magnetic field.
It might be expected that the transverse depinning threshold would simply exhibit peaks at the same magnetic fields where peaks in the longitudinal depinning threshold appear. In this work, we demonstrate that although there are enhancements of the transverse depinning threshold at certain fields, these fields are not related to fields which produce peaks in the longitudinal depinning threshold, but are instead associated with dynamical matching conditions. The distinct dynamical matching effects appear because the moving vortices assume a different structure than the static vortex ground state. Dynamical commensurability effects occur when an integer number of moving interstitial vortex rows form between adjacent rows of pinning sites. The dynamical matching effects are much broader than the static matching effects and have maxima that encompass several static matching fields. An oscillatory critical current appears for the dynamical transverse commensurability effect. This is similar to the critical current oscillations seen for vortices depinning in artificial channels [15, 16] or in layered or strip geometries [17, 18] , although in the channel, layer, or strip systems, the commensurations arise due to matching effects of the vortex ground state rather than the dynamical matching effects observed in the present work. Remarkably, we find that the transverse depinning threshold can be up to an order of magnitude larger than the longitudinal depinning threshold.
We numerically simulate a two-dimensional system with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions containing N v vortices and N p pinning sites following a procedure similar to that used in previous simulations for vortices in periodic pinning arrays. The number of vortices is proportional to the applied magnetic field B = Bẑ, which is normal to our simulation plane. The repulsive vortex-vortex interaction force is given by
is the elementary flux quantum, and λ is the London penetration depth. The pinning sites are placed in a triangular lattice, and the field at which the number of pinning sites equals the number of vortices, N p = N v , is defined as the matching field B φ . The individual pinning sites are modeled as parabolic traps of radius r p = 0.35λ and strength 
where η = 1 is the viscous damping term. F ext represents the net force from an applied current and is given by We first study a system with a low pinning density to ensure that a portion of the vortices are located in the interstitial sites. The existence of a clearly defined depinning threshold which varies nonmonotonically with field is illustrated in Fig. 1(c) , where we show V T r versus F can be seen more clearly. This oscillation is distinct from the matching effects observed for longitudinal depinning [1, 3, 4, 5] , where well defined peaks occur at integer matching fields. The maxima in Fig. 1(a) are much broader than in the longitudinal depinning case and each encompass three or more matching fields. Similarly, the minima in F In Fig. 2(a) we show the vortex and pinning site positions for point a in Fig. 1(a) at B/B φ = 2.67 and in Fig. 2(b) we illustrate the vortex trajectories for F T r D F T r c , just below the transverse depinning transition. There is a single row of moving interstitial vortices between neighboring rows of pinning sites and the vortex lattice is anisotropic, with higher vortex density in the interstitial rows than in the pinned rows. The same vortex structure appears for 1.0 < B/B φ < 2.9, corresponding to the maximum in F T r c marked 1R in Fig. 1(a) . In Fig. 2(c) , we plot the vortex positions for B/B φ = 4.0 at a minimum of F T r c found at the point marked c in Fig. 1(a) . The interstitial rows are no longer uniform and consist of an interlacing of double rows with single rows. Figure 2(d) shows that the vortex trajectories at this field are more disordered. The vortex positions and trajectories at point e in the region marked 2R in Fig. 1(a) for B/B φ = 6.0 appear in Fig. 2(e,f) . Here there are two well defined rows of moving vortices between adjacent pinning site rows. Fig. 1(a). (a), (b) B/B φ = 2.67, marked a in Fig. 1(a) . (c), (d) B/B φ = 4.0, marked c in Fig. 1(a) . (e), (f) B/B φ = 6.0, marked e in Fig. 1(a) . Fig. 1(a). (a), (b) B/B φ = 8.0, marked a in Fig. 1(b) . (c), (d) B/B φ = 10.67, marked c in Fig. 1(b) . (e), (f) B/B φ = 17, marked e in Fig. 1(b) .
We find that maxima in F T r c occur whenever there is an integer number of moving rows of interstitial vortices between neighboring pinning rows. Since the number of vortices in each interstitial row can vary over a considerable range without destroying the row structure, the maxima in F T r c are much broader than the peaks in F L c associated with longitudinal commensuration effects. The row structures become increasingly anisotropic with increasing field until a buckling transition occurs which marks the end of the maximum in F T r c . In Fig. 3(a) we illustrate the vortex positions for B/B φ = 8.0 at a minimum in F T r c found at the point marked a in Fig. 1(b) . The interstitial vortices form a mixture of two and three interstitial rows between pinning site rows, producing the nonuniform trajectories shown in Fig. 3(b) . At the maximum in F T r c marked c in Fig. 1(b) , corresponding to B/B φ = 10.67, Fig. 3(c,d) shows that there are three well defined rows of moving vortices between adjacent pinning site rows. Similarly, Fig. 3(e,f) indicates that there are four interstitial vortex rows at B/B φ = 17, which falls on the maximum in F T r c at the point marked e in Fig. 1(b) . Near B/B φ = 14, where F T r c passes through a minimum, the interstitial vortices form a mixture of three and four rows, while for B/B φ 19 there is a mixture of four and five interstitial rows (not shown).
Commensurability effects generated by the presence of an integer number of vortex rows between line-like barriers have been observed for longitudinal vortex motion through channel geometries [15, 16] as well as critical currents in layered materials [17] , superconducting strips [18] , and anisotropic pinning arrays [19] . In all these cases the commensurability occurs in the static vortex configurations. This is distinct from the transverse depinning maxima that we observe here, which arises due to commensurations in the dynamical interstitial vortex configuration.
As shown in Fig. 1(c) , the transverse depinning threshold is much higher than the longitudinal depinning threshold. In Fig. 4 can be understood by considering that longitudinal depinning occurs from the ground state configurations of the interstitial vortices [2, 3] and is determined by the repulsive interactions between the vortices at the pinning sites and the interstitial vortices. In the ground state, the interstitial vortices occupy positions that lower the repulsion from the pinned vortices, and the initial longitudinal depinning occurs when the interstitial vortices begin to move between the pinning sites, such as in Fig. 2(a) . For the transverse depinning, when the interstitial vortices are moving at a sufficiently high velocity in the longitudinal direction they do not have time to slip between the pinned vortices in the transverse direction, but instead come into close proximity with the pinned vortices and interact strongly with them, resulting in a high repulsive barrier for depinning. If the longitudinal drive is set to a lower value before the transverse drive is applied, the interstitial vortices have more time to pass between the pinned vortices and F In summary, we have shown that a new type of dynamical commensurability effect can occur for vortices in periodic pinning arrays. When interstitial vortices are moving between pinned vortices and an additional transverse force is applied, there is a finite transverse critical depinning force which oscillates with field. The oscillation is not simply related to the matching of the vortices with the number of pinning sites as in the case for the longitudinal depinning, but is associated with the dynamical structure of the vortices which allows for integer or noninteger numbers of rows of moving interstitial vortices between adjacent rows of pinning sites. The transverse commensurability effects are much broader than those seen for the longitudinal depinning and each maximum in the transverse depinning force can span several matching fields. Remarkably, the transverse depinning force can be more than an order of magnitude larger than the longitudinal depinning force due to the fact that the moving interstitial vortices are unable to move between the pinned vortices without coming close to the pinned vortices, which creates a strong repulsive barrier for transverse depinning.
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